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Abstract—Serious games’ evaluation and players’ assessment is commonly done with experiments where the users play the game and fulfill one or more questionnaires. The tool Simva was designed to simplify these complex experiments, which commonly include the collection of game learning analytics data to provide further insight about players’ progress and results. We present the latest updates on the tool Simva and three applications where it was used to validate serious games using pre-post experiments and collecting game learning analytics data of players’ in-game interactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This article is an extension of the conference paper presented at LASI-SPAIN 2019 [1] providing further details about the use of Simva and fully describing the updated version of the tool, which incorporates new features to simplify its use on more complex experiments.

Serious games (SGs) are applied with multiple purposes, including that of increasing knowledge, raising awareness, or changing attitudes or behaviors. Moreover, due to the interactive nature of SGs, it is possible to track players’ actions during gameplay, including not only those related to the achievement of specific design goals, but also any other actions carried out by players that may provide further insight regarding their progress. This latter aspect opens the opportunity to analyze additional aspects of player behavior. In particular, analytics from tracking players has been applied in SGs for two main purposes: first, game design and validation; and second, students’ assessment during deployment.

Before moving into their deployment phase, serious games need to be formally evaluated to ensure that their intended purposes are fulfilled. Their formal evaluation will ensure that games are indeed useful for their purposes and that any observed change on players characteristics (e.g. knowledge, attitude) can be attributed to their playing experience [2].

Once games have successfully undergone the evaluation process, it is usually necessary to measure how much of an effect they have had on the players that have used them. In other words, we want to be able to measure how much the serious games have changed whatever they set out to change, such as the knowledge or awareness of its players.

The current approaches used on the literature to evaluate serious games and assess students playing them commonly rely on external paper-based questionnaires and have a correspondingly high cost, as there are no standard solutions that allow both the capture of data from in-games interactions and that gather responses to traditional paper-based evaluation questionnaires. When interactions and questionnaires are gathered separately, it takes additional effort from researchers and educators to link them back together, before attempting to extract useful information from the results.

We present the tool Simva, which aims to simplify these costly steps that are often part of serious games’ complete evaluation and students’ assessment: from interaction data collection and analysis, questionnaires management, and dealing with groups of students, including their anonymization and privacy.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews some of the state of the art regarding evaluation of serious games data collection. Section 3 provides an overview of the tool Simva to simplify the validation of serious games, and also describes its latest features. The three following sections exemplify how Simva has been used with different serious games to simplify validation and deployment experiments. Section 4 describes the experience of using it with Conectado, a serious game to raise awareness about bullying and cyberbullying. In these experiments, Simva was used to conduct the experiments to evaluate the game while also collecting interaction data. Section 5 describes the experience with the 15 Objects test, a visual discrimination task. In these experiments, Simva was used to evaluate and compare two different versions of the game and two formats (paper-based and computer-based). Section 6 describes the experience with First Aid Game, a game to teach first aid techniques, where Simva was used to collect questionnaires and interaction data over both an initial experiment and a later recall experiment. Section 7 discusses the lessons learned from these experiences. Finally, Section 8 summarizes the conclusions of our work.

II. STATE OF THE ART

The validation of serious games and the measurement of the change they cause on their players has been performed through various methods. Researchers have carried out studies assessing games using methods such as
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questionnaires, interviews, discussions or logs [3]. These methods can be combined in different ways according to the needs of research and validation. Assessment of the players using these games has also been done with different methods, although there is a trend towards capturing interaction data from gameplays for assessment purposes.

The first step towards evaluating games or assessing the students that play them using their interaction data is to define how interaction data is going to be collected, stored and managed. A common option is to use Learning Record Stores (LRSs), data collection repositories that allow the storage and retrieval of data following the xAPI standard [4]. However, these repositories offer no support to manage important aspects of experiments beyond interaction traces, such as student groupings, privacy, or ancillary data that is part of the experiment but not formatted as xAPI statements.

On the following subsections, we briefly describe the two most common methods to evaluate serious games: pre-post experiments and game learning analytics. Both methods are essential to understand the tool Simva, which allows using both together while also managing groups of students.

A. Pre-post experiments

The most common method to evaluate serious games and assess the students who play them is the use of pre-post experiments [3]. These experiments usually comprise three steps:

1. A pre-test: an initial questionnaire which assesses students’ characteristics (e.g. knowledge) before the intervention. It can be paper-based or computer-based, and it should be a valid measure of the characteristics that the game aims to change. Therefore, the questionnaire itself must also be formally validated.

2. An intervention: the activity that is intended to change the students’ characteristics. In the case of serious games, it will be the gameplay itself, usually from beginning to end. No time should elapse between the pre-test and the intervention, nor between the intervention and the post-test.

3. A post-test: a post-game questionnaire used to assess students’ characteristics (e.g. knowledge) after the intervention. This questionnaire has the same requirements as the pre-test, and as such should include the same questionnaire to measure the characteristics, possibly in addition to questions regarding the experience.

The change in the students’ characteristics is then measured by comparing the results of the pre-test and the post-test. As the only intervention between the pre-test and the post-test is the gameplay, any significant change (usually an increase in knowledge or awareness) in the characteristic measured by the questionnaires can be attributed to the intervention, which can then be considered as formally validated. Once this process is completed for a serious game, it is ready for deployment in real settings, as it has been proven as useful for its intended goals.

During the deployment phase of games, the educators, managers or researchers applying them will typically want to know how much effect the game is having on their players. For this purpose, it is possible and common to make use of additional pre-post experiments. This, however, may not be the most precise solution, since it is an external measure. In comparison, analytics are internal to the game, and provide time and causality dimensions. However, pre-post experiments can be convenient, and even cost-effective, if the specified educational scenario or research experiment measures a characteristic for which there is no analytics available, such as cases where analytics cannot be provided or there is a lack of resources to include them.

These post-validation questionnaires again provide a measure of the characteristic before the intervention (pre-test) and after the intervention (post-test). For instance, for a game attempting to teach something, the pre-test will show how much players know about the topic before playing, the post-test will report on their knowledge on the topic after playing, and the comparison of both measures will yield how much players have learned with the game. This information will be relevant not only to teachers and educators that wish to measure the effect of games, but also to institutions which can use it to make evidence-based decisions about the application of serious games in their courses.

B. Game Learning Analytics

Besides the external measures provided by the questionnaires, another option to effectively measure the changes on students’ characteristics or to obtain insight of students’ gameplays on serious games is to analyze their in-game interactions. In the field of Game Analytics (GLA) for entertainment games, information on player interactions has been collected transparently (in a process called tracking) for many years, primarily with profitiblity purposes [5]. For serious games, the combination of these Game Analytics techniques with the purposes of Learning Analytics [6] (applied in all kind of learning environments) can be termed Game Learning Analytics (GLA) [7].

GLA data collected from serious games provides information regarding in-game interactions both from an educational perspective and a gaming perspective. This information can therefore be used both to evaluate and improve the game itself, and to gain insights on the progress and results of students, and even to assess them. The information captured from players’ interactions can therefore provide a rich insight for a wide set of stakeholders (teachers, managers, educational authorities, researchers, students) and for a variety of purposes (validate game design, students’ assessment, improve the game, display real-time feedback, provide overview metrics) [8]–[11].

III. SIMVA

The current state-of-the-art regarding the evaluation of serious games and assessment of the students that play them, and our previous experiences in this area, led us to create a tool to simplify these complex and costly processes for any serious game after a short configuration step. For the creation of this tool we first identified several important requirements:

- Data storage and management: collection of questionnaires and game interaction data should be performed in the tool, where results should be available to be downloaded. This avoids dealing with paper-based questionnaires and simplifies linking together all information gathered from each
• Student management and anonymization: in-tool creation of groups of students, and assignment of groups of students to questionnaires greatly simplifies keeping track of which questionnaires must be completed by which students. In addition, by issuing students with unique tokens that contain no personal information, and linking all student interaction to those tokens, students can remain fully anonymous without compromising data storage and management.

• Access control and level of completion: access to each questionnaire, and if conducting experiments with serious games, the games themselves should be managed by the tool. This ensures that, for example, students are can only play the game after filling in the pre-test questionnaire. The tool should also provide information regarding player progress and completion of pre- and post-questionnaires, allowing experimenters to gain a quick overview of the progress of the experiment, and to address problems as soon as possible.

By building a tool that fulfills these requirements, we have created Simva, which greatly simplifies the validation of serious games, as well as the deployment of games in educational scenarios where additional features such as questionnaires or interaction data collection are desired. Simva is capable of managing most of the common requirements for conducting experiments which are guided by questionnaires and where the players’ interactions are collected in log files or through a GLA platform. These items include: management of any number of questionnaires, for example the two used for pre-post experiments; of groups of students and users; and of interaction data. Additionally, Simva also ensures both privacy and anonymity. With these features, Simva can, once suitably configured, be applied to any serious game’s evaluation or process of student assessment.

Simva is tightly integrated with LimeSurvey [12], a software that manages questionnaires. Simva keeps track of the questionnaires that must be filled by each student, and stores responses for later retrieval. Students are grouped into classes, and each class can be assigned a different sequence of activities, such as filling in particular questionnaires or playing specific game versions. For each student in a class, Simva generates anonymous 4-letter tokens to be used as their username, instead of any personal identifier that could compromise privacy requirements. Simva can connect to a game learning analytics framework, using these tokens to link together all data pertaining to each individual user, regardless of source. Currently supported sources include questionnaires, GLA data, and arbitrary external experimental data uploaded using Simva’s web interface.

After generating new tokens for students, Simva generates a document that teachers can download and print, to then cut out tokens and hand them out to each student (see Fig. 1, bottom image). Teachers have the choice of using this document to write in the names of students next to their tokens for later reference; this allows them to track each student’s learning process. However, since no copy of this correspondence between students and tokens is available in the system itself, this still ensures that privacy requirements and regulations are not infringed (e.g. helping to comply with GDPR). This technique also supports performance of recall experiments and longitudinal studies.

Serious games can then be configured to access the specific questionnaires created in Simva. A simple configuration file identifies the questionnaires (commonly pre-test and post-test) that the game should access. This is the only configuration required to link the game with Simva, therefore, simplifying the use of the tool with any serious game. These questionnaires are linked in Simva to one or more classes that should use them. Each class is defined by the set of tokens of its students, and the specific sequence of questionnaires and games that these students will be expected to fill or play. Data collected from each student is stored, and remains linked
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**Fig. 1.** The Simva tool provides access to students’ questionnaires and collected interaction traces (top figure) and a ready-to-print list of anonymous tokens that can be handed out to students (bottom figure). Figures retrieved from [22].
together by their anonymous token, including: pre-test, post-test and game interaction data (see Fig. 1, top image). All the information is then available from Simva to download by authorized users, typically teachers and/or researchers.

An overview of the Simva architecture can be seen in Fig. 2. Simva has been designed to be modular and extensible, and currently has two main modules: surveys (using LimeSurvey) and integration with an analytics framework (the H2020 Rage Analytics platform [13]). Simva allows authorized users (teachers or experimenters) to create and manage classes, surveys, games, and link them together to set up experiments.

Classes are groups of students designed to unify student management. When adding a class to Simva, teachers or managers set the number of students, and a corresponding amount of four-letter anonymous identifiers (4-letter random tokens such as “FJCD” or “PWNB”) are created to hand them out to students, granting them access both to surveys and to the game that is going to be used. When a class is created, Simva handles the setup of the corresponding users in both the survey system and the analytics framework, allowing students to send authenticated data with their Simva-generated tokens.

A typical experiment has 2 or 3 surveys: a pre-gameplay survey, post-gameplay survey and, if needed, an auxiliary survey. When surveys are created, Simva creates the necessary LimeSurvey schema files and uploads them using the corresponding API. Assigning a survey to a class adds the anonymous token identifiers from the class as participants of as valid respondents. Also using the LimeSurvey API, Simva can later retrieve survey completion status and use it to allow or deny access to the game itself, preventing the students from playing without answering the survey with a simple status request. When the game ends, a Simva API endpoint is available for game-results upload, where logs, scores, or statistics can be appended for later analysis. This can be used to add arbitrary experimental data or metadata for later analysis.

A. Latest Simva version

The Simva tool has recently undergone an update process to add features and re-structure its internal model of experiments and surveys. The new implementation provides features for both teachers, researchers and students to simplify both the validation and deployment stages of using games in classrooms.

After these updates, users of Simva with a role of either teacher or researcher can manage four different entities: groups, studies, tests and activities. Groups of students are managed by the teacher/researcher, who can create them, generate printable anonymous tokens for each group, and assign them to studies. The hierarchy of studies-tests-activities is the main new feature of the new implementation of Simva. A study is defined as a full research work to be carried out, and it can involve different stakeholders. For example, a study to validate a serious game may be composed of a validation of the game with students, and another validation with teachers. Studies have one or more associated owners which manage the study, and contain a list of tests. A test can be used to carry out a specific part of the study or a variation of it, for instance, a test may be “Serious game validation with teachers” or “Serious game validation with students”, or even “Variant A” vs. “Variant B” for subgroup testing. Tests, in turn, contain a list of activities. Each activity corresponds to a specific task carried out during the study: for instance, an activity may be a questionnaire (e.g. pre-test), a gameplay, etc. Fig. 3 provides an example hierarchy of a study to validate a serious game with two different tests, each of them containing three and two activities, respectively.

Teachers, like researchers, can manage the creation and assignment of studies, tests and activities. As owners of the studies, they have access to the tests that belong to their studies and, in turn, the activities associated to those tests.
This way, teachers can deploy games with associated features such as questionnaires to measure students/players’ learning or to provide additional activities together with the gameplay.

Students, on the other hand, simply request information via Simva on the studies that they have been added to (as list of activities), and can also request information on each specific activity that they have been assigned to, to know whether it is open or completed, to retrieve a list of links to currently-open activities, or simply to jump to the next activity in a given study. Student activity schedules can be obtained and updated through an API, allowing the user experience to be automated and simplified. For example, the game can connect to this API to make sure that students fill a survey before playing games; or that students complete simple tests between chapters; or even to jump through a set of scheduled mini-games.

Simva has been tested in three case studies, using different serious games, described in the following sections. In the first case study, described in Section 4, Simva was used to manage questionnaires and students, and to collect game interaction data, to evaluate a serious game that raises awareness about bullying and cyberbullying. Section 5 describes the experience of using Simva to compare two different game versions of a test for active aging. Simva managed all questionnaires information and its metadata feature was used to link additional information for each participant. The third experience, described in Section 6, deals with conducting a recall experiment with a game that teaches first aid techniques, and which required collection both of questionnaires and interaction data and using the anonymous identifiers to link both experiments together. Simva itself is open-source and available for download and use on GitHub (https://github.com/e-ucm/simva).

IV. EVALUATING A SERIOUS GAME TO RAISE AWARENESS: CONECTADO

Conectado is a graphic adventure video game that aims to raise awareness about bullying and cyberbullying. The game is designed as a tool that teachers can use to kick-start discussions or debriefing sessions on the topics covered in the game with their students. The game places players in the shoes of a transfer student that suffers (in-game) bullying in a new school, and creates a strong shared experience that has proven successful both to increase awareness and to spark debate. So far, the game has been validated through several experiments in high schools with more than 1000 students between 12 and 17 years old, as well as with more than 200 teachers and educational science students [14], [15].

The game validation consisted of pre-post experiments using a formal questionnaire which assesses the players’ awareness about bullying and cyberbullying. This questionnaire was used as pre-test and post-test in the experiments to compare players’ awareness before and after playing Conectado. Additionally, the relevant interactions of the players with the game were collected to further analyze the players’ progress, their interactions with other game characters, and their in-game choices and attitudes. This information can provide further insight on how students have used the game and their behavior on bullying and cyberbullying situations such as the ones depicted on the game.

Before conducting the experiments, the main researcher who managed the experience prepared the pre-post questionnaires in Simva. This included the following steps: the surveys were registered in Simva, and the groups which would be using them were created, with 30 students per group, reserving a few empty student slots as a safety margin. All student slots were identified by their tokens, unique sets of 4 random letters. The list of tokens provided by Simva was printed in advance and carried to participating schools. The interaction data was captured by the game and sent to Simva, and to the Analytics Server for processing. Therefore, the users created with Simva were linked to the ones created in the Analytics System that collected and analyzed user activity.
interaction data during the experiments.

During the different sessions of the experiments, the main researcher only had to distribute the different printed tokens, one per student. Students then used the tokens to access the game, which had a welcome screen that requested the token to use as identifier for the data which would be sent to the analytics system. At this stage, the game checks in the configuration file for the questionnaires to be used. Then, the game accesses Simva, and checks that the assigned pre-test questionnaire is available for the token supplied by the student. If it is available, and not yet submitted, it automatically opens a browser with the initial survey that players must fill in. Simva checks that the surveys are correctly configured for the user, as identified by the unique token used to enter the game. If Simva indicates that the survey does not exist, or that it is not available for the indicated user, the game will not continue. When the pre-test is completed, the results are sent to Simva and users can access the game. After the gameplay is finished, the interaction data is sent to Simva. For the post-test, the same checks and process for the pre-test are repeated. If everything is correctly configured, the post-test survey is opened and, when completed, the results are sent to Simva.

When the experiments were completed, the main researcher could download the answers to both questionnaires as well as the interaction data from the corresponding Simva screen. The different data sources captured from each user (pre-test, post-test and game interactions) were linked together by the unique identifier of each player, facilitating the next analysis step.

With the information gathered in these experiments using Simva, the evaluation of the game Conectado could be performed, concluding that the game indeed increases the awareness about bullying and cyberbullying, as measured by the pre-post questionnaires. Additionally, analysis of the interaction data captured allowed researchers to extract further information such as times taken to complete the game, progress-over-time, or the different in-game choices and interactions with game characters.

V. COMPARING TWO VERSIONS OF A SERIOUS GAME FOR ACTIVE AGING: 15-OBJECTS TEST

The 15-Objects Test (15-OT) is a visual task that presents 15 overlapping objects that users need to identify as fast as possible. The aim of this test of visual discrimination is to evaluate the slowing of cognitive processing in players that may have Parkinson’s disease [16]. The test is carried out with two figures of superimposed images, each with 15 objects, traditionally provided to participants on paper.

For these experiments, in addition to the traditional paper-based version of the test, we developed a new computer-based version of the 15-Objects Test with the same structure and characteristics. This new version was tested with 18 adults [17]. For this test, two different configurations of the 15-OT were created (A and B), each with a different placing of the 15 superimposed objects. To further compare the paper and computerized scores of each participant, as well as the two versions of the game (A and B), participants were randomly assigned to four experimental conditions, balanced by age and gender (see Fig. 4). These experiments were a proof-of-concept to test whether the computerized version of this traditional test could be considered equivalent to the paper-based versions when used to research active aging.

For this experiment, the required groups of participants were first created in Simva. Then, both questionnaires (pre-test and post-test) were created and managed using Simva. These questionnaires were then linked to the groups of participants that were going to use them. All participants needed to complete both questionnaires in different moments according to the conditions shown on Fig. 4. Paper-based versions of the test were prepared in advance and handled to participants either at the beginning of the experiment (for participants assigned to experimental conditions II and IV) or at the end (participants assigned to conditions I and III). All participants were provided with their anonymous 4-letter identifiers at the beginning of the experiment. They were asked to write down their unique identifiers on both the pre-post questionnaires, and in the paper-based 15-OT tests as well as to introduce them on their computer-based 15-OT tests.

The experiment was carried out with two different game versions (A and B) depending on the objects used. As seen on Fig. 4, some participants (those assigned to conditions II and III) completed version A of the 15-OT test on paper, and version B on a computer. The rest of participants (assigned to conditions I and IV) completed version B on paper and version A on a computer. For the analysis, it was important to know which version of the game each participant was performing on the computer (and therefore which one they were completing on paper). We uploaded this information to Simva as additional experimental metadata, linked to each to participants’ answers and questionnaires, as this was an early version that did not yet support studies composed of multiple tests. After the additional data was uploaded, the class view clearly showed which version of the game each participant was completing on the computer (A or B). This information was displayed in Simva as shown in Fig. 5.

After the experiment, participants’ responses to both questionnaires were stored in Simva, linked together with the information of the game version used in each condition by the unique identifier token provided for students. Researchers could then analyze the questionnaire responses together with the game version to compare both the paper-based and the computer-based versions of the test, as well as to study the

![Fig. 4. Four experimental conditions in the 15-Object test experiments. Participants were randomly assigned to one of these four conditions. Picture adapted from [17].](image)
beginning of each session, teachers provided tokens that they had previously downloaded and printed from Simva to their students. During the session, teachers wrote down the name of each student next to their token in the printed copies. In this way, teachers were the only stakeholder who had the correspondence between anonymous 4-letter tokens and the students they corresponded to – in a physical medium, safe from online misuse. Tokens could be reused by the same student in the future. No personal information was ever entered in the game. Teachers were encouraged to keep the token print-outs for possible future activities.

A few weeks after completing the training with the game in the school, researchers returned to perform an additional experiment to measure recall of knowledge learned with the game. For this experiment, teachers provided the same token to each student from the paper files they kept (where they had manually written the name of each student next to their assigned token). Simva tokens allowed all information from students to be grouped by student while preserving anonymity (from anyone except their teachers), both for the original experiment and the subsequent recall experiment. This greatly simplified the process of analyzing whether students recalled what they had learned, as all the information from their questionnaires and in-game interactions from both set of experiments could be linked together with the anonymous token. Fig. 6 depicts the experimental setting of these two consecutive experiments using the First Aid Game.

The combination of both sets of experiments helped to measure not only how much students learned while playing, but also how much they remembered a few weeks after the original validation experiment. From their initial knowledge (measured in the pre-test of the original experiment) to their final knowledge (measured in the post-test of the recall experiment), we could determine how much their knowledge had improved with the experience, and in the time in-between (where they could have had other interventions related to the topics covered in the game). In a more fine-grained analysis, recall from the first experience to the second one could be measured by comparing their final knowledge (post-test) on the original experiment with the knowledge they had a few weeks later, before any other intervention (pre-test in the recall experiment). This shows not only that players learn while playing, but also that they are able to recall the things they have learned with the game.

VII. DISCUSSION

Simva aims to reduce the complexity of experiments used when validating and deploying serious games. The three experiences described in this paper (Sections 4, 5 and 6) exemplify how Simva has helped to simplify the validation of different serious games as well as the assessment of the students playing them. The evaluation of games has been performed by combining both traditional pre-post experiments with the information collected from in-game interactions in the form of GLA data, after a simple configuration step to link the serious games with Simva. Additionally, some features included in Simva have also simplified the execution of experiments with complex requirements, such as comparing two versions of a game or conducting a recall experiment.

In the experiments described in this paper, all the
information gathered from the different sources (questionnaires and game interactions) was collected in Simva and linked to each user by their unique anonymous identifier tokens. These identifiers are provided to players by the managers of the activity, who obtained them from the lists of tokens returned by Simva when creating the required classes of students. For each participant, researchers have then been able to extract all the information of the experiment: pre-test, post-test, GLA interaction data, and, where applicable, the version of the game played – or the pre-test, post-test, and GLA interaction data from the following recall experiment. All information collected can be used to simplify games validation and deployment by teachers on their own.

From these experiences, we have learnt several lessons that that we consider are key when conducting experiments in real settings to validate serious games, or to deploy them and assess their players:

- **Ensuring user privacy:** to adequately conduct the pre-post experiments, it was essential that the tool we were using to manage students and questionnaires, in this case Simva, automatically dealt with and ensured privacy. To effectively ensure privacy, the safest option is to collect and handle no personal information from the experiments. In our experiences, neither Simva nor the Analytics System, where interaction data was also being sent to, collected any personal information. Despite ensuring privacy, it still linked together all required information from each student (pre-test, post-test, game interactions, any additional metadata), which was necessary for later analysis. For this purpose, pseudo-anonymization, via the 4-random-letters unique identifier tokens, automatically provided by Simva when classes of students are created, has been an effective solution, as privacy is ensured while keeping all student information linked together. For other researchers in similar scenarios, we encourage the use of such a simple anonymization system, which effectively links all the information gathered from each user, simplifying later analysis, while ensuring privacy as the user identifier does not provide any personal information and is the only identification input into the system.

- **Collecting different data sources:** the collection of questionnaires done with Simva, as automatically launched from the game and performed online collecting the results without any effort, reduces the time and cost of carrying out pre-post experiments, as well as the use of paper and printer supplies. An additional option was also available during the experiments to collect the information offline. With this option, all data was stored in the computers were students were playing, to be later manually collected by researchers in case of network connection problems. All the interaction data was also stored and linked with the questionnaires online and offline. The option to upload additional metadata to Simva as well as the possibility of linking the information from several experiments together has also been very useful, as it simplifies the later analysis of each users’ data, regardless of source. We encourage researchers to consider similar options to link together their different data sources as it greatly simplifies the later steps of an experiment’s analysis.

- **Moving from pre-post experiments to GLA:** although, in the three cases presented, we have used the traditional pre-post experiments to evaluate serious games’ efficacy and assess students playing the game, we consider that the information extracted from in-game interactions is also essential, and research should move towards always including this type of information. In our case, we have used the xAPI-SG Profile [21] as the data collection standard for in-game interactions. This Profile describes a common set of interactions that describe the main events found in serious games, and a specific set of verbs and activity types to use when storing them as xAPI statements. We used different trackers for each game, but since they all sent interaction data using the same xAPI-SG Profile, all of them could be analyzed and displayed using the same tools. We also recommend researchers to use this or other standard when collecting interaction data as it simplifies data reuse and integration in larger systems, including the
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**Fig. 6.** Experimental setting for First Aid Game original and recall experiments. Simva simplified linking information between both experiments, and between the different data sources (pre-test, game analytics, post-test) on each experiment.

We consider that the combination of these lessons learned from our work, collecting different data sources from traditional pre-post experiments to more informative GLA data while ensuring privacy, can benefit the execution of experiments to evaluate serious games and assess the students who play them. The tool Simva has been effective in the described experiments as it has greatly simplified the execution of the three case studies. New features added after these experiments can simplify the execution of even more complex, long-term experiments and deployments by using its new hierarchy of studies, tests and activities.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Increased adoption of serious games in education builds upon their previous formal validation. Despite their drawbacks, pre-post experiments are still one of the most common evaluation methods for serious games and for the assessment of students who play them. Together with these classical experiments, the use of game interaction tracking has also increased, providing richer information based on the in-game actions of students/players. The combination of pre-post experiments and collection of game learning analytics data make the formal validation of games complex and costly. Simplifying these experiments and making them more user-friendly and reducing their costs both in time and effort can greatly improve the application of games in real settings, simplifying their evaluation and deployment, and increasing their application including assessment of players.

The tool Simva was created for this purpose to simplify all the issues that need to be dealt with when conducting experiments to validate serious games. Simva manages both questionnaires and groups of players, addresses privacy concerns, allows the collection and linking of information from different data sources (both questionnaires and in-game interactions), and includes additional features for requirements such as adding arbitrary experimental metadata or carrying out recall experiments. Additionally, Simva has been recently updated to extend and improve management of complex or multi-part experiments. By adopting a three-layer hierarchy of studies, tests and activities, experiments that include complex setups, span multiple stages, or involve several stakeholders are much easier to carry out. As future work, we plan to validate this latest Simva extension on new experiments with these characteristics.

The three specific applications of Simva described in this paper show how the tool has been used in real settings and for different goals related to the evaluation of serious games and the assessment of the students playing them. We have also presented several lessons learned from these experiences, which we hope will contribute to further research on this area.
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